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AUGMENTED REALITY

● Digital objects in real 
time 

● Background is the 
physical space

● Can use GPS or images 
to create the layers

● The content can be 
audio, video, images and 
3D models



Tools



- Expand the cultural experience
- Immersion
- Mix artwork and digital tools
- Make the content sharable
- Achieve new publics in a playful way
- Complete the experience with additional 

information in different media



Context >>>

Connectivity expands the world, 
complements social relationships, enables 
immediate communication, in turn, 
controls, watches over its users, creates an 
invisible moderating power and limits 
access.









But the 
immersion was 
here all the 
time...





The interwoven image and number 
radically inaugurate an imagery and 
a visualization that is not caught up 
in the notions of support but in the 
morphogenesis of a virtuality that 
can appear / disappear on the 
monitors' screen. 













Open Source Heritage and the city as 
museums interface

Layers of memories and images in the city 



Laurajane Smith (2006) point that the heritage is 
about negotiation – about using the past, and 
collective or individual memories, to negotiate new 
ways of being and expressing identity.



The heritage of the future





Download app 
Aurasma, follow rhe 
profile ARLine and 
interact







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zvh1ggvqZc






// collaborative
// immersive
// personalized



Mapas Afetivos is a collaborative projects created by Andre 
Deak e Felipe Lavignatti, to built a new map of Sao Paulo, 
based in affection and emotions of its citizens. The site brings 
testimonials of ordinary citizens, famous or not, and their 
favorite places in São Paulo and other cities in Brazil and the 
world. The launch of the site's collaborative area will be in 
January 2015, during the commemorations of the 
anniversary of the city of São Paulo. 





If we share and co-create all content 
together, is it possible to curate what we 
will keep for the future? 





Open source architecture 
X

Open source heritage





The open source heritage 
in the city:

#resource
#interface

#tool/medium





Methodology in process

Layers of ambivalence



WeAR
inMoMA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9T2LVM7ynM


Secrets 
Behind 
Paintings

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNY-ogBkt4Q






Street
Museum

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSfATEZiUYo


Talking Statues

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L3N8CesqmY

